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A superior 5-stars hotel for guests enjoying lakeview: Beau-Rivage Hotel in Neuchâtel
Since 2004 in private hands, the Beau-Rivage Hotel in Neuchâtel gives back some
nobility back to a former prestigious residence, built in 1862 on the lakeshore. If the
building has been fully restored in 1993, the actual owners are continuously updating
the interior design in order to offer to their guest the utmost stylish and elegant
conveniences. In addition to its 66 rooms and suites, the hotel have seven modern
conference rooms, a Gourmet restaurant, a piano-bar, two terraces on the lakeshores as
well as a wellness room, the B-Spa. Located in a region with numerous cultural or
sporting activities, the Beau-Rivage Hotel is the ultimate destination for business and
leisure all-year long.
Luxury rooms and suites
All 66 stylish and elegant rooms are a true invitation to relax and dream. Some of them even
have beautiful balconies and terraces with a great view on the lake as well as on the Swiss
Alps.
The Restaurant O’terroirs and the Véranda-Bar with unique lakeview
The philosophy of O’terroirs (16 points Gault Millau) is based on a return to the roots of a
rich regional culinary heritage that also does the honours to Swiss dishes and to those from
across the border. Our new Chef, Eric Mazéas, aims to give pride of place to true craftsmen
and women, who are passionate about flavour and taste, and who are the very heart of an
authentic regional cuisine - from the “terroir”. The restaurant has two distinct areas: one
shining white, with a large bay window facing Neuchâtel Lake and the Alps, seats 35 guests;
the other a warm, cosy red, can cater for private functions of up to 45 guests. A glass
showcase displays hand-picked, locally-produced wines within a painting. Every Sunday, you
can enjoy a magnificent buffet-lunch with a large variety of hot and cold dishes, from elegant
starters to delicious desserts.
The wine list has a broad selection of local specialities, and also includes some exceptional
top quality international wines. With the arrival of milder, sunny days the restaurant opens its
beautiful, perfectly located terrace overlooking the lake.
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The Lake-Side-Lounge
The Lake-Side-Lounge is the ideal place to enjoy an after-work glass in a lounge atmosphere
or a light dish in a casual way all-day long.
Conference and events rooms
Located in the city-center, the Beau-Rivage Hotel is the perfect place for meetings or
seminars. It has 6 technically fully-equipped rooms and a wine cellar from 2 to 220 people. A
direct lake access is even guaranteed for the biggest one.
The B-Spa
The B-Spa has a private steam room suite with essential oils as well as light therapy, a fitness
room with ultimate « Nautilus » machines, 2 treatment rooms dedicated to massages, from
anti-jet-lag to volcanic stones.
Use of the private steam room suite is included in the price of De Luxe rooms, Junior Suite
and Suite, but access to the B-Spa is also possible for external guests.
A unique hotel in a region that has a lot to offer
Mid-town located, the Beau-Rivage Hotel is also an ideal starting-point for numerous
activities in summer and winter :18-holes golfing, tennis, mountain-biking, walking or skiing
for the sports lover but also visits from the numerous museums in the surroundings like
watchmaking, Beaux-Arts or Ethnography to name a few.
The Beau-Rivage Hotel offers in each season some great themed packages like a gastronomic
week-end, a lake escape or even offers the possibility of building your own watch with a
passionate watch-maker in the Valley de Joux.

The Beau-Rivage-Hôtel is member of the « Relais & Châteaux » and the « Swiss Deluxe Hotels », grouping the
leaders 5-stars hotels from the country. Located in the 3 Lake regions, linguistical frontier of the country, it is
also recommended by the Gault & Millau (16 points) and Guide Michelin.
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